
Welcome to
Stage One: Year 1
Meet the Teacher



Acknowledgement of Country

2021 National NAIDOC Poster – Maggie-
Jean Douglas ‘Care for Country’. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We acknowledge the Dharug people, the original custodians of this land.We pay respect to the elders, past, present and those of the future, for they hold the memories and traditions of Aboriginal Australia.We must always remember under the asphalt and concrete, this is, was and always will be traditional Aboriginal Australia.
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At EWPS we have…

LBOTE = 
Language 
Background Other 
than English

2023 data shows the 
EWPS community 
speaks 44 different 
languages

94% LBOTE



All teachers at EWPS provide explicit language teaching

The role of our EAL/D teacher is to:

●assess and provide intensive English language support and instruction for EAL/D students who have recently 

arrived to Australia and those who require further support with English 

●work collaboratively with classroom teachers to meet the needs of EAL/D students within the

classroom and in withdrawal groups

●support teachers to develop learning programs and teaching practices suited to EAL/D students

●organise multicultural events and celebrations for the school community

●arrange interpreter services if required for parent / teacher interviews 

●report on identified EAL/D students twice per year.



EWPS EAL/D Team
EAL/D = English as an 
additional language or Dialect

Mrs Hutcheson

Mrs Ryan

Mrs Rollason

AP: Mrs BroomfieldMiss SinMs Featherstone

Mrs Ingham Mr Lane



EWPS Community Liaison Officer

Cecile Siu

· Works with local organisations to provide support services and training 
for our school community to achieve positive and respectful relationships.

· Works with our Community Language Network Group (a group consisting 
of parent/carer volunteers from diversified multi-cultural backgrounds)

· Please do not hesitate to contact Cecile through the school office if you 
have any questions.



Mrs Zann Mrs Jardine

The role of the LaST teacher:

● provide direct support within the classroom for students who need extra support or extension

● .work in consultation with class teachers, learning support team, parents and students

● provide professional specialist advice, support & mentoring to teachers through a range of strategies 

● create individual learning goals to monitor ongoing student progress

EWPS Learning & Support Team LaST = 
Learning and Support Team



Creative 
Learner Qualities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At EWPS, we support students in developing and enhancing their capabilities and enjoying a quality school life. Students are encouraged to make positive choices about their learning and behaviour. There are 5 Learner Qualities: Resilient and Persistent - students are learning to be strong and flexible after difficult challenges they may face, and show continued effort and work hard towards a goal. Passionate and Caring - caring for themselves, others and the environment Playful and Innovative - Students are imaginative and think of different ideas and ways to solve problems Curious - Students have an eagerness to know or learn and ask questions Collaborative - ability work together with all peers in the school environment to achieve set goals



Stage One: Year 1 Expectations

Literacy & Numeracy

Students develop 
skills in Literacy and 
Numeracy

Society & Culture

Students develop an 
interest in society, 
culture and the world 
around them

Skills
Students develop 
personal work habits 
and skills 

Independence
Students develop 
increased personal 
independence



Parent Teacher Interviews

Save the date:
Term 1 Week 10 & 11

This will be a chance to have a 10 
minute meeting to talk about your 
child and how they are settling into 
Year 1.

Further information will be coming 
soon with a link to book a time to 
meet.



English
Students in Stage 1 participate in a range of 
learning experiences to build their literacy skills. 
These include:
● Spelling
● Grammar
● Handwriting
● Speaking and Listening
● Reading and Comprehension
● Writing for different purposes 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In each classroom, children will experience a variety of literacy activities. This includes:Spelling- Each week we look at a different  list of words which are sent home in homework books every two weeks.  Together, we look at the meaning, the sounds and the spelling patterns within the words. We write them into sentences and work together to find interesting ways to help us to remember how to spell them. More information on how this is done will be on the next slide.Grammar- We focus on one element of grammar each week and discuss and teach grammar points as they arise in the children’s written and spoken English.Handwriting- Year 1 follow the NSW Foundation Style. Most letters are formed from the top to the bottom. Speaking and Listening activities (including News)- Speaking and listening opportunities arise every day in class. Children are expected to read aloud, share their ideas, present in front of the class and listen to others. News- You’ll already be aware that children are expected to prepare and present their news fortnightly.  A list of the news topics will be sent home each term. We encourage all  children to use eye contact, speak clearly and be a respectful audience while others deliver their news. Reading and Comprehension- We read a variety of texts linked to the topics we are covering in the curriculum areas and discuss the sequence of events, the language used and the characters. We ask the students to make connections,  predictions, ask questions and to give their opinions about what we read.Writing for different purposes- Different types of writing is embedded into every area of the curriculum. Students are asked to write creatively, to persuade or to give information.Much of the writing is linked to the units for each term. 



English - Spelling
In spelling we will be looking at sounds and syllables.
Each box will be for one sound (phoneme). A 
phoneme can consist of several letters (e.g. ai, igh), or 
just 1 letter, but it will still be one sound.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note:If your mouth or tongue moves or changes shape, chances are it is a new sound.Syllables 



● Your child will bring home three books each week

● The books that come home are at an independent level 

(This means your child is able to read, understand and answer 

questions about the book)

● Children should read aloud for at least 10-15 minutes to an adult 

every night

● Share and show interest in your child’s reading

● You are encouraged to ask your child questions about the book

Home Reading

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Your child will bring home three books  each week that are at a level that is suitable for them to read fluently and with enjoyment. Students will be taking home two guided readers and one quality picture book each week. We encourage you to share the book with your child and show an interest in their books. Make it a special time for you to be together. Children  need to read aloud each night for at least 10- 15 minutes. Many children enjoy reading to themselves, but it’s also important for them to read aloud so they can practise pronouncing the words and also experiment with their expression. ( Read like they are talking). It’s fun to give different voices to the characters and make the text come alive. Reading is more than just decoding words on a page. You may feel that some books are too easy for your child. It is important that they understand the message given, be able to tell you the main ideas of the book and give reasons for  their opinions about the book.  During reading, encourage your child to be curious about the text. Ask them to visualise and create pictures in their heads about the book. Discuss it with your child and ask questions, such as, how? or why? Remember, the books your child brings home are purely to enhance their love of reading. The books your child reads at school during guided reading with the teacher are often at a higher level with a focus on developing  their reading skills. 



Mathematics
Students learn mathematics across the following areas:

● Number and Algebra
● Measurement and Space
● Statistics and Probability

Working Mathematically 
Students develop an understanding and fluency in mathematics 
through inquiry, exploring and connecting mathematical 
concepts, choosing and applying problem-solving skills and 
mathematical techniques, communication and reasoning.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New:During mathematics we are utilising a variety of strategies to gain understanding and solve problems.Here are a few examples of how we can do that:Students in Year 1 will explore content in Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, and Statistics and Probability.An integral part of learning mathematics in Year 1 is the role of Working Mathematically. As an essential part of the learning process, Working Mathematically provides students with the opportunity to develop an understanding and fluency in mathematics through inquiry, exploring and connecting mathematical concepts, choosing and applying problem-solving skills and mathematical techniques, communication and reasoning.What does this mean?It means that students work towards becoming critical thinkers who can select and apply a range of strategies to solve mathematical problems. 



Jump Strategy - Addition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Year 1, students learn a range of strategies to solve mathematical problems. On the screen, we have the number sentence 43+36. Many students can state WHAT the answer is, but what we focus on in Year 1 is the HOW and the WHY. Why does 43+36 equal 79? How can you show your working out? The strategy we see now is called the jump strategy. The jump strategy is a mental calculation method jumping from one number (usually the largest number) either forwards (for addition) or backwards (for subtraction) to obtain the answer. For the problem 43+36, we begin the number line with the largest number which is 43. To solve the problem, 36 jumps are needed. The example shows jumps in 10s and then jumps in 1s to reach the answer 79. 



Jump Strategy - Subtraction

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an example of jump strategy for subtraction. It also uses a number line. The largest number is placed on the number line first, and jumps are made backwards to reach the answer. 



Split Strategy

43 + 35 =
40 + 30 = 70

3 + 5 =  8
70 + 8 = 78
43 + 35 =78

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another strategy students learn in Year 1 is the split strategy. For this method, numbers are 'split' according to their place value to make it easier to add them. We have the problem 43+35. The number 43 is split into 10s and 1s. There are 4 tens and 3 ones.The number 35 is also split into 10s and 1s. There are 3 tens and 5 onesThe 10s and 1s are then added together to reach the answer. 



Inverse Strategy
4, 9, 13

4 + 9 = 13
9 + 4 = 13
13 - 4 =  9
13 - 9 = 4

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, we have the inverse strategy. The inverse strategy groups related facts in addition and subtraction. It prompts students to think about the way numbers are related to each other. How are the numbers 4, 9 and 13 related? We can show it as 4+9=13, and we can also show it in its inverse form as 13-4=9.



Supporting your child in Numeracy

● Skip counting forwards and backwards by 1s, 2s, 
5s and 10s

● Helps bridge the connection between addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division. 

● For additional tips and strategies on how you can 
support your child in mathematics, you can go 
to: 

https://education.nsw.gov.au/schooling/parents-
and-carers/going-to-school/learning-
resources/maths/maths-tips



Science and Technology

Additional KLAs

● Semester One- Plants and 
Animals in our Daily Lives

● Semester Two- Changes in 
the Sky and Landscape and 
the Earth’s resources 

History and Geography
● History- The Past and the 

Present
● Geography- People and Places

PDHPE
● Term 1- Choice Theory, Dance & Moving 

Bodies/YMCA
● Term 2- Healthy Choices, Dance
● Term 3- Child Protection, Dance & Moving Bodies
● Term 4- Water Safety, Road Safety

CAPA
● Grade Dance
● Grade Choir

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This year in Year 1, students in Science will be learning about plants and animals in our daily lives. They will be learning about how plants grow and how to care for animals in the garden. Later in the year we’ll be exploring the changes in the sky and landscape. How weather impacts the Earth and identifying the water cycle. History in the first semester is based on past and present of EWPS. Year 1 will also have an excursion to Rouse Hill House Estate and Old School House looking at how schools have changed throughout time. Geography is based on people and places, there is a local excursion walk which looks at houses, compass points and areas of importance in the local area of EWPS.For PDHPE, students are engaged in the YMCA Gymnastics and Moving Bodies programs for the first semester where they will be practising a range of fundamental movement skills. In class, They will be learning about Choice Theory, how to regulate their emotions and make healthy choices. In the classroom, students will also learn about Child Protection, Water Safety and Road Safety. We will also proceed with the Grade Dance and Choir programmes throughout the year. 



Stage One- Year 1 Excursions
Term One

● History - Rouse Hill Estate and Old School House

Term Two

● English - Taronga Zoo
● Science - Aboriginal Incursion- bush tucker, shelter and tools

Term Three

● History and Geography - Local Area Walk



Student Absences
It is important that if your 
child is absent, you provide us 
with a written explanation as 
soon as possible. This is done 
via the School Bytes Parent 
Portal. 

If you are intending on taking 
extended leave please 
contact the office and apply 
for extended leave.

Whole School 
Organisation

Lost Property

Lost property is 
located in the B Block.

Please ensure that all 
items of clothing are 
labelled with your 
child’s full name.



Gate 1 is located on Ward Street. 
This is where the school office is 
situated. This is the preferred 
parent entry. 

Gate 2 is on Carlingford Road 
near the bridge. 

Gate 3 is at the end of the oval 
that leads onto West Epping 
Park. 

Gates



Seesaw is your child’s digital learning portfolio. 
Parents are able to connect with their child’s Seesaw 
account, which provides an opportunity to see some 
of the learning that happens in the classroom. 

Please contact your child’s class teacher if you have 
not been able to connect with your child’s Seesaw 
account.

Seesaw

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Seesaw is your child’s digital learning portfolio. It shows snapshots of your child’s learning journey at school. Parents are encouraged to leave positive comments and feedback on Seesaw. At times, you will receive reminders from your child’s teacher on Seesaw. If you would like to contact your child’s teacher, it is recommended that you do so via the school office as Seesaw communication is not monitored regularly. All parents should now have access to their child’s journal. If you have not been able to connect to your child’s Seesaw account, please contact your child’s teacher. 



Students receive homework fortnightly to support:

● Spelling practise
● Language exercises
● Mathletics
● Home reading
● News preparation

Please note, no student should spend more than half an 
hour per day on homework tasks.

News & Homework



Is your child 
getting the 
recommended 
amount of sleep 
each night?



What is the 
right amount 
of screen
time?



Please follow the school’s ‘Approaching the School’ procedure if 
you wish to speak with your child’s class teacher. 

If you wish to have an interview with your child’s teacher, please 
fill in a request for an interview form (available on the school 
website) OR by emailing the Epping West school office. Please 
outline the purpose for the interview and allow time for your 
child’s teacher to get back to you with a mutually agreeable 
time. Seesaw is not to be used to arrange parent teacher 
interviews.

Communication



Thank You
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